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In the context of steady flow of a continuum of constant density, bounded
partially by a streamtube or streamtubes, an inequality is proved relating cross-sec-
tional norms of the components, in a given direction, of the velocity and accelera-
tion. An explicit class of axisymmetric flows is given for which equality is realized.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This note may be viewed as a contribution to the extensive studies of the
 w x.kinematics of continuum motion e.g., 1 , but it is one with kinetic
 .overtones. It considers a continuum e.g., fluid of constant density in
steady flow in a three-dimensional region bounded in part by a stream-
tube, or streamtubes. It considers cross sections of a fixed orientation x3
.direction, say and proves an inequality relating cross-sectional norms of
the x components of velocity and acceleration. A class of axisymmetric3
motions is identified for which the equality sign holds in the aforemen-
tioned inequality.
2. VELOCITY]ACCELERATION INEQUALITY
Rectangular Cartesian coordinates are denoted by x , i s 1, 2, 3; thei
usual summation convention applies to repeated indices; and the comma
notation is used to denote partial differentiation.
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NOTE750
 .We consider a continuum e.g., fluid of constant density in steady flow
 .in a three-dimensional region R bounded partially by a streamtube or
streamtubes, which is supposed to be sufficiently smooth to allow applica-
tion of the divergence theorem. The cross section of R by the x plane is3
 .denoted by D x , and its connectivity is supposed not to vary with x . The3 3
 .  .  .boundary of D x is denoted by ­ D x , and it is supposed w.l.o.g. that3 3
x G 0.3
The velocity components are denoted by u and are supposed to be C1i
functions in the closed region, while the acceleration component in the x3
direction is denoted by a . The velocity components satisfy3
u u s a in D x = x G 0 1 .  .i 3, i 3 3 3
together with the continuity equation
u s 0 in D x = x G 0. 2 .  .i , i 3 3
 .As the region R is bounded partially by a streamtuberstreamtubes, one
has
u n s 0 on ­ D x = x ) 0 3 .  .i i 3 3
where n denotes the x components of the relevant unit outward normal.i i
Consider the portion of R bounded by the x , x q D x planes}R, say.3 3 3
 .  .One finds, using 1 , 2 , and the divergence theorem, for any integer
p G 1,
2 p y 1 u2 py2a dV s u2 py1 , u dV .  .H H3 3 3 i i
R R
s u2 py1u , dV .H 3 i i
R
s u2 py1 u n dV 4 .H 3 i i
­ R
where ­ R denotes the boundary of R and n the components of thei
 .outward normal thereto. Using 3 , this reduces to
u2 p dA y u2 p dAH H3 3
 .  .D x qD x D x3 3 3
x qD x3 3 2 py2s 2 p y 1 dz u a dA. 5 .  .H H 3 3
 .x D z3
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Denoting the cross-sectional measure of u by3
F x s u2 p dA, 6 .  .Hp 3 3
 .D x3
 .on letting D x ª 0 in 5 , one obtains the fundamental identity3
FX x s 2 p y 1 u2 py2a dA. 7 .  .  .Hp 3 3 3
 .D x3
 .The objective is to relate F x directly to a for arbitrary positivep 3 3
integers p. Prior to discussing the general case, let us note the following:
 .i For the case p s 1, one has
x3
F x y F 0 s dz a dA. 8 .  .  .H H1 3 1 3
 .0 D z
On multiplying across by the constant density r, this may be viewed as a
 .version of the principle of linear momentum for the material in 0, x : the3
change per unit time in the x component of momentum equals the x3 3
component of the resultant force acting on the material.
1 .  .ii Formally 7 continues to hold if p s . This is merely a state-2
 .  .ment of global conservation of mass volume ; trivially, a revisitation of
 .4 establishes its validity.
 .  .For integer values of p ) 1 , we apply Holder's inequality to 7 toÈ
obtain the differential inequality
1rp
pX 1y1r p< <F F 2 p y 1 a dA F . 9 .  .Hp 3 p 5 .D x3
Excluding the trivial case u ' 0, the equality sign holds iff3
a x , x , x s u2 x , x , x K x 10 .  .  .  .3 1 2 3 3 1 2 3 3
 .for some nonnegative function K x .3
 .Integrating 9 yields the principal result: for any integer p ) 1,
1rp
x3 p1r p 1r p y1 < <F x F F 0 q 2 y p dz a dA ; 11 .  .  . .H Hp 3 p 3 5 .0 D z
 .  .the equality holds iff 10 holds excluding the trivial case u ' 0 .3
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 .  .It is obvious from 8 that 11 continues to holds when p s 1. Noting
 .that for any continuous function f x , x , x ,1 2 3
1rp
p< < < <max f x , x , x s lim f dA , . H1 2 3  5pª` .  .D x D x3 3
where the left-hand side means the maximum value over the cross section
 .  .D x , one finds, on taking the limit p ª ` in 11 , that3
x31 12 2 < <max u F max u q max a dz .H3 3 32 2
 .  .  .D x D 0 D z03
This is also obtainable, of course, on integrating along the generally
.unknown streamlines and taking maximum values. The latter formula may
be viewed as an intimate relative of the principle of work-energy for
particles moving along the streamlines.
 .The inequality 11 for 1 - p - ` may be viewed as a sequence of
velocity acceleration relations intermediate between the two extremes,
p s 1, p ª `: extremes respectively touching a version of the principle of
linear momentum and an intimate relative of the work energy principle.
3. MOTIONS GIVING EQUALITY
 .With a view to discussing flows for which the equality sign occurs in 11 ,
 .or equivalently in 10 , we confine attention to axisymmetric flows without
 .``swirl'' i.e., with zero azimuthal component . Such flows are generated by
 .a stream function c r, x , where r is the radial coordinate of cylindrical3
 w x.polar coordinates, as follows e.g., 1 :
­c ­c
y1 y1u s r , u s yr , 12 .3­ x ­ r3
where u denotes the radial component of velocity; the streamtubes of the
flow are given by
c r , x s constant. .3
 .If the region includes the x axis, the expressions in 12 must be3
interpreted as limits as r ª 0, in accordance with
u s O r , u s O 1 as r ª 0; .  .3
these follow from the continuity equation and from the posited smooth-
ness.
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 .In terms of c , the condition 10 may be expressed as
2y2 y1 y1 y2r c c y r c r c s K x r c , 13 .  .  . .r r 3 3 r 3 rr
with subscripts denoting partial differentiation with respect to the relevant
 .  .variables. For given K x , the solution of 13 is found by the Monge3
 w x.method e.g., 2 to be
1 2c s f r exp K x dx q h x , 14 .  .  .H 3 3 32  5
where f , h are arbitrary smooth functions of their arguments.
 .In view of this, the equality sign holds in 11 for axisymmetric flows
 .generated, through 12 , by the stream function
2c r , x s f r g x q h x , 15 .  .  .  .3 3 3
where f , g, h are arbitrary, smooth functions of their arguments, provided
that g / 0, g 9rg G 0 everywhere.
 .In the context of 15 , h9 ' 0 would be appropriate to a region that
 .includes the x axis, in view of the sentence following 12 .3
Two-dimensional analogues of all of the above results are easily derived.
There remains the question of the extent to which one can explicitly
 .  .characterize if at all flows for which the equality holds in 11 when
axisymmetry does not obtain.
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